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For molecules with mobile H atoms, the result of quanti-
tative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) depends on
the actual position of the respective hydrogen atoms.
Thus, to obtain reliable results, tautomerism needs to be
taken into account. A new algorithm to create all tautomer
forms of a given molecule based on the mobile H-layer
information in the InChI (The IUPAC International
Chemical Identifier) code is presented. Unlike published
tautomer generation models, this requires no particular
rule set. The algorithm eliminates atoms not participating
in tautomerism and finally generates all possible combi-
nations. The algorithm was applied to ca. 70,000 struc-
tures of the EINECS (European Inventory of Existing
Commercial Chemical Substances) database. Ca. 7,500
structures with mobile H atoms were detected. In total,
around 200,000 tautomers were generated. Typically, the
number of tautomers for single compounds is below 25,
but for some molecules this number is extremely large.

Two estimation models, one for the soil sorption coeffi-
cient and one for the water solubility, were applied to the
subset of compounds with tautomerism. For each sub-
stance, the variability of the results due to the different
tautomer forms has been inspected. Calculation results
exceeding the range of reasonable values have been
excluded from the study. The average variation of the soil
sorption coefficient within tautomers of individual com-
pounds was almost 0.5 in logarithmic units, and differ-
ences up to 3 orders of magnitude were obtained for
particular chemicals. For the water solubility, the average
variation was between 1 and 2 orders of magnitude, with
maximum differences of more then ten logarithmic units.
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